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St Matthew’s Collegiate Strategic Plan 2018-2021
Mission Statement
To provide, as part of the Trinity family of schools, an education which will encourage young woman
to engage, progress and achieve in every aspect of their lives – academic, spiritual, cultural, social and sporting.

Strategic Goal 1
Improving Academic
Achievement through
student engagement with
learning.

Strategic Goal 2
Enhancing and developing
school, home and community
relationships.

Our goal is that all girls can
fully access a holistic
education, including the New
Zealand Curriculum, and
achieve success by progress
and achievement in years 710 and NCEA levels 1-3.

Our goal is for whanau , the
Trinity family, and the wider
community to be effectively
engaged with the school to
promote and support student
personal development and
achievement.

We continue to support
‘better together” through our
Trinity family to enhance
creativity and diversity in
learning environment

This will be guided through our
Anglican values and enhanced
community service.
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Strategic Goal 3
Promoting excellence in
teaching and teacher
engagement.

Strategic Goal 4
Creating sustainability and
excellence through sound
governance and prudent
financial practice.

Our goal is that learning and elearning strategies support and
enhance student learning across
the curriculum.

Our goal is to create a school
ready for tomorrow’s learners
that remains sustainable over
time.

We encourage teaching staff
and support staff to be engaged
in the learning pathway.

Desired outcomes will be:

Desired outcomes will be:

Desired outcomes will be:

The 3 National priority groups of Maori,
Pasifika and students with special
education needs have been considered in
all curriculum targets.

Effective and timely communication across
the school and wider community.
Ongoing measurement and review of the
effectiveness of school activities and
communications to engage.
Senior College continues to be explained to
families within the school and connected to St
Matthews.
Boosted enrolment of international and
boarding numbers.
St Matthew’s girls have a clear understanding
of the Anglican values of the school and its
Special Character.

Fit for purpose tools to support ICT and elearning purchased/leased.

Accurate communications with parents of
girls at risk academically is timely and
appropriate in order to provide further
support and guidance as required.
Years 7-9 effective programmes are put in
place to meet the needs of learners who
enter at this level below the standard in
reading, writing and mathematics to
enable them to access the curriculum.
Consideration be given to space and
pedagogical shifts

Staff will be supported to explore and identify
underpinning values to be used in curriculum
delivery.
Continue to establish restorative practices.

The subjects taught at St Matthew’s are
reviewed in collaboration with Rathkeale
College and a plan developed for
implementation.
June - Curriculum calendared review to
identify needs.
Ensure decisions made re reporting Year 12
& 13 have been implemented.
NCEA and National Standardsachievement maintained and improved
where possible. Increase proportion of
students gaining endorsed excellence
and scholarship.
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BYOD reviewed and monitored across the
school to ensure it continues to enhance the
learning experience.
Teachers encouraged to engage in a variety of
teaching strategies to enhance the learning
experience.
PD actively encouraged, including Trinity wide
opportunities.
Compatibility and ease of working with the
other Trinity Schools continues to be a priority.
Learning is mindful of the globalisation and
equips them for the future

Desired outcomes will be:
Sound governance through effective support
in the leadership and management of the
school.

Prudent Financial Practices incorporated
into SMCS.

Health & Safety practices implemented,
monitored and reviewed annually.
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